HAZING — EXAMPLES OF INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIORS

1. All activities superfluous to the organizations stated purposes and goals.
2. Prolonged physical activity or "work sessions" that are not part of an organized athletic contest, and is not specifically directed toward purposeful, constructive work.
3. The application of foreign substances (rubs, salves, etc.) to the body.
4. Illegal activities such as pledge ditches (find a way home) or theft of property.
5. Depriving pledges of privacy or sufficient sleep.
6. Not allowing or providing decent and edible meals.
7. Depriving pledge access to means of maintaining a normal schedule of bodily cleanliness (including one shower per day).
8. Forcing, coercing, or permitting pledges to eat or drink foreign or unusual substances like raw meat, salt water, raw onions, etc.
9. Forcing or allowing pledges to dress in a degrading manner.
10. Forcing or allowing pledges to drink alcohol as part of either organized or unorganized activities.
11. Branding any part of the body, whether voluntarily or involuntarily.
12. Activities or directives to pledges that interfere with academic classes or study schedules.
13. Psychological hazing, which is defined as any act which is likely to: 1.) compromise the dignity of a member or pledge, 2.) cause embarrassment or shame to a member or a pledge, 3.) cause a member or pledge to be the object of malicious amusement or ridicule, or 4.) cause psychological harm or substantial emotional stress.
15. Dropping food (eggs, grapes, liver, etc.) in the mouth or throat.
16. Paddle swats or other direct physical abuse.
17. Throwing whipped cream, water, paint, eggs, etc. at or on the individual.
18. Road trips for the purpose of "pledge kidnap".
20. Degrading verbal or written references to pledges.
21. Running stairs or other repetitive activities while reciting organization doctrine.
22. Bindfolding with directions to jump onto "the nail" (where there is no nail or similar hazard).
23. Pledges list of their faults or "sins" believing they must read them to the members.